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Abstract

The maturing of autonomous driving technology in recent years has led to several pilot projects and the initial in-
tegration of autonomous pods and buses into the public transport (PT) system. An emerging field of interest is the
design of public transport networks operating autonomous buses and the potential to attract higher levels of travel
demand. In this work a multi-objective optimization and multi-agent simulation framework is developed to study po-
tential changes in the network design and frequency settings compared to conventional PT systems when autonomous
vehicles (AV) systems are deployed on fixed-route networks. During the optimization process multiple deployment
scenarios (network configurations and service frequency) are evaluated and optimized considering the operator cost,
user cost and infrastructure preparation costs of the system. User-focused network design and operator-focused net-
work design are studied for a real-world urban area in Sweden. The results provide insights into the network design
and level of service implications brought about by the deployment of autonomous bus (AB) when those are integrated
in route-based PT systems. We show that the deployment of autonomous buses result with a network design that
increases service ridership. In the context of our case study this increase is likely to primarily substitute walking.

Highlights:

• simulation-based multi-objective optimization of transit network design and frequency setting prob-
lem

• the case study showed that a deployment of autonomous buses can lead to a doubling of passenger
load

• reduction of operator cost through autonomous buses leads to an improved level of service for user-
focused PT networks

Keywords: Public transport, Automated Bus, Network Design, Simulation-based multi-objective Optimization

1. Introduction

The current technological advances in the field of autonomous buses (AB) allow for tests and operations of AB
on public roads. These pilot studies target investigations of user acceptance and vehicle operation of AB in transport
systems. Most pilot studies either offer last-mile connections from a transportation hub or close a transportation gap
between two stations. When operating AB as a transport mode on fixed routes the operating costs are expected to5

reduce by ca. 50% compared to conventional bus operations (Lidestam et al., 2018). Walters (1982) showed that an
operating cost reduction facilitates a shift in resource allocation towards higher service frequencies and lower vehicle
capacities. With higher frequencies and smaller vehicles changes in the route network layout are possible. Eluru
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and Choudhury (2019) present eight different studies discussing potential impacts of autonomous vehicles on trip
generation, vehicle-miles traveled and other transport related metrics. All these studies assume demand-responsive10

autonomous vehicles no line-based operations. In contrast to these studies, we elaborate more holistically on the
impacts of autonomous vehicles on the combined operator, infrastructure and user costs on fixed-line services, which
deepens the understanding of system level impacts due to AB deployment. Additionally we can get insights in how
the reduction of operator costs in case of AB deployment effects the level of service for public transport users.

15

The transit network design and frequency setting problem (TNDFSP) is characterized as creating an optimal set of
public transport bus routes including the service frequency for each bus route operating in the network. The problem
has been subject to extensive research in the last decades. However, even though vehicle automation has the potential
to greatly impact service design properties, it has not yet been systematically investigated. In this work, we formulate
a variant of the TNDFSP that caters for the characteristics of AB and hence allows examining the potential impacts of20

its deployment on service design. With the deployment of AB additional constraints regarding the connectivity of the
bus lines are required. More specifically every bus stop should be connected in the network with every other bus, so
that all bus stops can be reached by any bus. This property has not been considered in past TNDFSP formulations. The
line-based network characteristics and the connectivity constraint are motivated twofold. First, the use of a line-based
public transport system is known to most people and has been accepted for a long time and has important merits in25

serving the bulk of the travel demand. Second, the legal operation of autonomous buses in most urban environments
is currently bound to certain areas and or specific roads. The legislative framework does not allow for the deployment
of large fleet sizes in flexible operational environments; hence the line-based mode of operation is seen as the first
practical use case. By adding line-based and connectivity characteristics to the problem formulation the study inves-
tigates near future and transition scenarios from traditional to autonomous public transport operations. Additionally,30

the deployment of AB affects the operational cost structure by reducing the crew cost as well as the infrastructure cost
by increased costs for AB specific road or bus stop enhancements. The impact of both cost terms on the TNDFSP has
not been studied previously. Further, the majority of past research on TNDFSP requires PT networks to serve every
bus stop. In this AB specific TNDFSP the bus stop position is an output value. Thus, not every potential bus stop in
the area of interest has to be served. This allows for a network design which is simultaneously benefiting operator35

focused designs and serving the demand with a user perspective in mind.

In this study, we investigate how the network design (number of routes and route alignment), the infrastructure
(number of bus stops and network length), operating and traveler costs are affected by changed supply characteristics
(service frequency and vehicle capacity) induced by AB. Additionally, the study investigates the impact of changes in40

supply provision on user costs and consequently its potential impacts on ridership. Furthermore, structural differences
in user-focused network design and operator-focused network design are investigated. We solve the TNDFSP using
a simulation-based multi-objective optimization framework. The created solutions are constrained by the maximum
number of routes, the maximum service frequency and number of bus stops per route. The use of a agent-based simu-
lation module allows the simulation of walking as a transportation mode. By this passengers have the option to board45

a bus or walk at every bus stop and at every point in time. This is achieved by additional walking links added to the
network design problem.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. First, the relevant literature is reviewed in section 2. Then
the methodology of this study is described in section 3. In section 4 the case study is detailed. The following sec-50

tion 5 discusses the impact of AB on the network design, differences between user-focused and operator-focused PT
networks and benchmark results. The remaining of the paper (Section 6) critically assesses the results and concludes
about the applicability of the framework. This section closes with an outlook, sketching directions for potential future
studies.

55

2. Literature Review

This section reviews the relevant literature. First, works one transit network design and frequency setting problems
are presented and second studies presenting passenger assignment models in PT are introduced.
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2.1. Network design60

The strategic public transport planning process can be subdivided into five consecutive steps (Ceder and Wilson,
1986). Step one is network design where demand and supply data are used to create routes and operation strategies.
In the second step, the service frequencies are determined based on the available vehicle fleet, policy constraints, and
the created routes. In the next step, the timetable is developed which results in trip arrival and departure times for
each stop in the network. The fourth step is solving the vehicle scheduling problem based on schedule constraints,65

deadheading and work hour times. In the last step, the crew schedule is created. In the past, studies have proposed
solutions for each of the five steps. Recent developments include the combined solution of multiple steps (see e.g.
Michaelis and Schöbel (2009)). Guihaire and Hao (2008) provide an extensive literature study about research on
transit network design and scheduling. They categories the original five-step approach by grouping (a) the first and
second steps, (b) the second and third steps and (c) all first three steps together. The resulting problem categories70

are (a) transit network design and frequency setting problem (TNDFSP), (b) transit network frequency setting and
scheduling problem (TNSP) and (c) transit network design and scheduling problem (TNDSP), respectively. In this
study, we focus on the first combination, the TNDFSP. The solution for this problem implies finding a set of routes to
serve a given area and their respective frequencies.

75

Transit design and transit planning problems are challenging to solve (Guihaire and Hao, 2008). In Magnanti and
Wong (1984) the authors state multiple transit network design problem formulations and elaborate on their complexity.
The authors conclude that the general network design problem is NP-hard and therefore requires certain heuristics to
be solved for large problem instances. Similarly, sub-problems of the general network design have been proven to be
NP-hard, e.g. the uncapacitated budget design Johnson et al. (1978), the Steiner tree on a graph Garey and Johnson80

(1979).
Table 1 provides an overview of selected studies that developed and applied heuristics or meta-heuristics to solve

the TNDFSP. For each study, we mention the elements included in the objective function, decision variables and con-
straints; the solution method and the demand-related assumptions.

85

Table 1: Literature Overview TNDFSP

Author Objective Decision Variables Constraints Method Demand pattern Demand

Lampkin and d. Saalmans (1967) Number of direct passengers, total travel time Fleet size Routes, frequencies Heuristic Many to many Inelastic
Mandl (1980) Routes directness, travel time Routes Constant frequency, service coverage Heuristic Many to many Inelastic
Baaj and Mahmassani (1991) Total travel time, number of buses Routes, frequencies Frequencies, load factor, fleet size Heuristic Many to many Inelastic
Ceder and Israeli (1998) Operator and user costs, fleet size Routes, frequencies Route length, deviation from shortest path Heuristic Many to many Inelastic
Chien et al. (2001) Total welfare Routes, headways Capacity, budget Heuristic GA Many to one Differs within zones

(user and operator cost)
Chakroborty and Wivedi (2002) In-vehicle time, unsatisfied demand, number of Routes Road network Heuristic GA Many to many Inelastic

direct, 1-transfer, 2-transfer passengers
transfers, number of buses

Chien et al. (2003) Total welfare Routes, headways Passenger load Heuristic Many to one Service dependent
(user and operator cost)

Chakroborty (2003) Sum of transfers Binary variable, Routes, vehicle capacity, Heuristic GA Many to one Inelastic
and waiting time transfer count maximum waiting time

Fan and Machemehl (2006) Sum of travel time incl. transfer time, Number of routes, Routes, capacity, fleet size Heuristic SA Many to one Inelastic
operation costs and unsatisfied demand travel time between nodes

Zhao and Zeng (2008) Service coverage, Routes, frequencies Route directness Heuristic Many to many Inelastic
Minimization of transfers SA/tabu search

Szeto and Jiang (2012) Travel time and Binary values for node connectivity and Route topology, capacity, fleet size, Heuristic ABC Many to many Inelastic
unsatisfied demand route start/end, service frequency transfers

Szeto and Jiang (2014) Upper level: transfers Binary values for node connectivity and Route topology, capacity, fleet size, Bi-level Heuristic ABC Many to many Inelastic
Lower level: vehicle load and waiting time route start/end, service frequency transfers

Possel et al. (2018) Sum of Emissions, accident fatalities Traffic flow, travel time Not stated Heuristic GA and SA Many to many Service Dependent
and travel time

Bourbonnais et al. (2019) Sum of travel time, Not stated Not stated Heuristic GA Many to many Inelastic
unsatisfied demand and vehicle hours

Proposed Approach User Cost, Operator Cost, Infrastructure Cost Routes, frequencies Route length, cyclic service frequency, connectivity, capacity ABC and Simulation Many to many Inelastic

In most studies heuristic algorithms are employed to solve large scale network design problems. The heuristic
approaches include simulated annealing (SA), tabu search, genetic algorithm (GA) and artificial bee colony optimiza-
tion (ABC) as well as other more niche algorithms for specific problems. Most of the variation in the studies lies in
the details of the problem formulation and the size of the investigated network. In Lampkin and d. Saalmans (1967)
the authors simultaneously optimize vehicle capacity and travel time of a single route network. The demand level is90

fixed and many-to-many origin-destination demand scenarios are assumed. The approach optimizes a social welfare
objective function characterizing the user cost and operator cost as a monetary value. More sophisticated models
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(Zhao and Zeng, 2008; Chien et al., 2003; Chakroborty, 2003) apply several constraints regarding the travel experi-
ence in the network. Hence the number of transfers, the directness of the routes and the number of stops on each
route are controlled by appropriate constraint formulations. Fan and Machemehl (2006) present a simulated anneal-95

ing algorithm to solve the TNDFSP. The algorithm objective is the combined cost of user, operator and unsatisfied
demand. The problem is constrained by the maximum route capacity, maximum fleet size, maximum trip length and
maximum number of routes. The authors apply the framework to a test network consisting of 160 nodes and 418
edges. They conclude that the results based on SA are converging to lower total cost values compared to applying GA
to this problem. Similarly, Bourbonnais et al. (2019) utilize a GA algorithm to solve TNSFP using road network data.100

They optimize the sum of satisfied transit demand, unsatisfied transit demand and vehicle-hours. The authors show
the applicability of their framework on three cities in Quebec, Canada.

A multi-objective network design formulation is proposed by Possel et al. (2018). The objectives are based on total
emissions, the number of traffic accident fatalities and the total travel time. The main contribution is the formulation105

of a bi-level program which has the minimization of the objectives on the upper level and the passenger assignment
on the lower level. The authors compare the optimization algorithm NSGA-II with simulated annealing algorithms
and show the minor dominance of the NSGA-II. Szeto and Jiang (2012) discuss the application of an ABC algorithm
for the TNDPFSP. The objective value is computed as the weighted sum of passenger transfers and travel time. The
problem is constrained by the vehicle fleet size. The service frequency is determined by a heuristic considering the110

maximum available vehicles per route. In a later work Szeto and Jiang (2014) design a bi-level optimization approach
for the network design problem utilizing a linear program for the frequency assignment as the bottom-level problem
and an ABC approach for the top-level route creation problem. The authors apply their framework to a small synthetic
network as well as the entire public transport network of Winnipeg, Canada and Tin Shui Wai, China. It is concluded
that the ABC algorithm outperforms genetic algorithm for large networks.115

To evaluate the user cost for a given network design passengers must be assigned to service routes. Existing
passenger assignment models can be classified into static and dynamic models, with deterministic or stochastic and
frequency-based assignment (Nguyen and Pallottino, 1988; Spiess and Florian, 1989; Cepeda et al., 2006) or schedule-
based assignment (Mark D. Hickman and David H. Bernstein, 1997; Tong and Wong, 1998; Poon et al., 2004). Liu120

et al. (2010) give a comprehensive overview of past and ongoing research in transit assignment models. With static
assignment models the demand and supply are assumed to be constant over the period of analysis, hence within-day
changes, e.g. variations in vehicle crowding and waiting times, cannot be studied (Liu et al., 2010). Additional to
the analytical approaches for the network design problem, studies integrating simulation models into the optimization
framework have recently been published. Neumann (2014) proposes a framework consisting of the agent-based125

simulation software MATSim and a genetic algorithm to design public transport networks for paratransit vehicle
operations. The network is defined as a set of routes each serving a sequence of stops and each having a dedicated start
time. The genetic algorithm adjusts the route layout and operation starting times. The simulation model then computes
passengertrip plans and movements throughout the network. The study replicates reference network operations and
improve the operations in non-profitable public transport corridors. The main limiting factor of the framework, as130

stated by the authors, is the limited search space.

2.2. Scientific Contribution
In a related study by Kim et al. (2019) the authors use a simulation based approach to evaluate what impact au-

tonomous buses have on the departure times for commuting trips. In their study the authors did not assume a public
transport network but rather taxi-like operations using AB rather than private vehicles. The authors could show that,135

in the autonomous case for many commuters the desired and actual departure time are not the same. The authors
conclude that the additional policy regulations (e.g. dynamic pricing schemes or travel reservations) must be imple-
mented to make autonomous taxi operations more popular.

The main contribution of this work is an AB specific network design and frequency setting problem, which aims140

to realistically represent passenger decisions and transport supply. For the analysis of AB systems, it is important to
have a realistic and detailed passenger assignment with which it is possible to identify bottlenecks in passenger flow.
Therefore, a dynamic passenger assignment model with with-in day characteristics is chosen in this study. Through
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the addition of walking links on the entire network the design public transport network a realistic competing mode for
the bus lines is implemented. The characteristics of autonomous buses compared to conventional buses are captured145

by presenting an adjusted operator cost model. Autonomous bus specific infrastructure costs for dedicated lanes and
autonomous bus specific bus stops are assumed. The network design is also constrained to create connected PT net-
works in which every AB can reach every bus stop in the network without human interaction. In contrast to recent
work in network design we formulate the problem as a multi-objective optimization problem to optimize simultane-
ously for user cost, operator cost and infrastructure costs.150

In comparison to Neumann (2014) the proposed framework in this work differs in two ways. First, the user cost is
incorporated as an additional objective function component rather as an additional objective, which means that user
and operator interests are directly competing with each other. Second, the implemented heuristic optimization algo-
rithm allows for a more efficient optimization of large solution spaces compared to a genetic algorithm, which allows155

for larger scenarios and more robust solutions.
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3. Methodology

This section describes the proposed formulation and solution approach for the multi-objective transit network de-
sign and frequency setting problem (TNDSFP) with autonomous buses. First, the problem formulation is introduced.160

Then an overview over the different objectives is given. The section closes with the description of the solution ap-
proach employed.

3.1. Problem formulation
With the proposed problem formulation the impact of AB on the network design for the users, operators and165

authorities of PT systems can be computed. The problem is formulated as a multi-objective problem where each
objective represents one stakeholder. The detailed formulation is given in the following subsections. To rate different
solutions and analyze the impact of AB the network design is assessed using key performance indicators (KPI), such
as walking times, in-vehicle times, number of transfers, passenger load, number of bus stops and cycle times of vehi-
cles.170

The decision variables of the problem are; (1) number of bus routes, (2) the frequency of each route and (3) the
bus stops served by each route. The design of the network is constrained by the maximum number of routes, and the
minimum and maximum number of bus stops per route. To cater for AB specific requirements, the network of bus
routes has to be connected so that each vehicle can reach any bus stop (connected graph) and that one bus stop is175

not served twice on the same route (non-cyclic route). This connectivity constraint is motivated by the assumed AB
operations. If a bus is driven autonomously there should always be the possibility to autonomously drive back to the
depot without any human interaction. Additionally, it should be possible for every bus to reach every position in the
network so that in case of technical failures other buses could compensate. The infrastructure cost incorporates the
fact that AB operations require e.g. dedicated lane operations and technology enhanced bus stops. The number of bus180

stops is an output of the framework. The input values are the road network graph, set of potential bus stops and an
OD matrix.

3.1.1. Network definition
We consider a two-layer network representation to capture the infrastructure constraints and costs associated with185

the deployment of AB in addition to the service configuration. The bottom-level graph represents the physical road
network (infrastructure graph). The nodes in this graph represent the road start- and endpoints and intersections. An
edge in the graph is a road section on which an AB can operate. The top-level graph represents the bus stop connec-
tivity (service graph). A node in this graph is a bus stop or bus hub. A bus stop is served by one service route, whereas
a bus hub is served by a minimum of two service routes. An edge in the top-level graph is the shortest path connecting190

two bus stops, based on the bottom level graph connecting of these two nodes. We add the number and position of all
potential bus stops in the network are provided as input. A service route is defined as a sorted list of bus stops in the
second level graph. Figure 1 shows the relation between the two graphs.

Besides the bus routes also walking links are added to the network. Passengers have the option to walk between195

every pair of nodes if these nodes are not more than 300m apart. For rapid transit operations a bus stop distance of
minimal 500m is required by the latest report of the City of Stockholm (see Firth (2012)). Based on the geographical
size of the studied network and the operation speed of the buses 300m as the threshold distance are assumed reason-
able since only a few bus stops are further apart, hence passenger have the option to reach nearly every point in the
network by foot.200

3.1.2. Demand formulation
The demand is represented as an origin-destination matrix with a distinct time-dependent passenger arrival rate

(pax/h) for each origin-destination pair. The origin and destination are defined as bus stops in the network. The
demand matrix is a required input to the model. A path is the route or combination of routes a passenger chooses205
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Figure 1: Connection between infrastructure graph, service graph and service routes

to travel from the origin bus stop to the destination bus stop. A passenger path can consist of multiple routes or a
combination of a subsection of routes. The connection to a different route is possible at hubs, at the same stop if
both routes stop there or via walking to nearby bus stops. Besides the option to walk between every pair of nodes
passengers have the option to walk their entire trip.

210

3.1.3. Objective function
The aim is to minimize three conflicting objectives, namely (1) total user cost, (2) total operator cost and (3) in-

frastructure preparation cost. The multi-objective characteristics allows for a diversified analysis of user-focused and
operator-focused network design solutions. The input parameters for the model are listed and described in Table 2.
The objective functions are formulated as follows:215

User cost. The total user cost (cu) is the summation of the total waiting time (tw,p), access and egress times (ta,p and
te,p), transfer penalty (trp), walking time (twa,p) and the perceived in-vehicle time (tpiv,p). To account for crowding
in buses the travel time per passenger inside a bus is multiplied with a crowding factor. The resulting time is the
perceived in-vehicle time (tpiv,p). Hence the number of passengers are in direct relation to the perceived in-vehicle220

time. The transfer penalty (trp) adds additional time to the total travel time of a passenger since a transfer to a different
route/vehicle is perceived as negative by passengers. The waiting time (tw,p) is the time a passenger spends at a bus
stop between alighting and boarding the next bus and before the initial boarding. The access time (ta,p) is the walking
time from an origin to his/her origin bus stop; and the egress time (te,p) is defined as the time it takes to walk from the
destination bus station to the final destination. Each component is multiplied with the corresponding cost parameter225

and then summed over all travelers (∀p ∈ P), where P is the set of all travelers, to obtain the total user cost (see
Equation 1).
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Table 2: Input parameter for network design framework

Parameter Description Unit

Objective Function
γ

oper
f ixed unit fixed operating cost SEK/(h-veh)

γ
cptl
f ixed unit fixed capital cost SEK/(h-veh)
γ

oper
unit unit size-dependent operating cost SEK/(h-pax-veh)
γ

cptl
unit unit size-dependent capital cost SEK/(h-pax-veh)
κ vehicle capacity pax/veh
η reduced fixed unit operating cost -
β additional fixed unit capital cost -
δ additional fixed bus stop cost -
ε additional fixed road infrastructure cost -

γstop fixed building costs for one bus stop SEK/stop
γlink fixed building costs for 1000-pax-km road SEK/(1000-pax-km)
υ value of time for public transport users SEK/h

γwt waiting time cost -
γwa walking time cost -
γivt in-vehicle time cost -
γatet access and egress time cost -
γtr transfer cost -

Optimization
λ number of bees -
Ψ number of iterations -
τ number of trails -

cu =

γwa ·
∑
p∈P

twa,p + γwt ·
∑
p∈P

tw,p + γivt ·
∑
p∈P

tpiv,p + γatet ·
∑
p∈P

(ta,p + te,p) + γtr ·
∑
p∈P

tri

 · υ (1)

If a bus stop is not served by any route in the solution network or if walking gives a higher utility than taking PT,
passengers can walk to the closest served bus stop or walk to their final destination. Unsatisfied demand is accounted230

for through the walking time incurred when passengers decide the walk their entire trip.

Operator cost. The operator cost (co) is the summation of capital costs (ccptl) and operating costs (coper) for the ve-
hicle fleet. The minimum required fleet size (nr) can be estimated using the frequency ( fr) and cycle time (tr) of a
bus route (r) (nr = tr · fr/60). The AB specific operating cost and capital costs formulations are in accordance to the235

formulations in Zhang et al. (2019).

The operating cost (coper) is the cost per hour considering the driver and the maintenance costs. In Equation 2
the formula for conventional buses and AB is shown. The fleet size per route is multiplied by the summation of the
unit fixed and unit size-dependent operating cost parameter. The vehicle capacity is denoted with κ. For AB the unit240

fixed operating cost parameter is reduced by η and for conventional bus operations this parameter is set to zero. The
operator cost for the network is achieved by the summation of all routes.

coper =
∑
r∈R

tr · fr
60

(
(1 − η)γoper

f ixed + γ
oper
unit · κ

)
(2)

The capital cost (ccptl) is defined as the fixed price for a vehicle depending on capacity and vehicle type. In Equa-
tion 3 the formulation for the total capital cost of conventional buses and AB is shown. The capital cost for one route
is the multiplication of fleet size and the unit fixed/size-dependent capital costs (γ), which is summed over all routes245
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to arrive at the total capital cost. For autonomously operated routes an additional fixed unit capital cost (β) factor is
added and for conventional bus operations this parameter is set to zero.

ccptl =
∑
r∈R

tr · fr
60

(
(1 + β)γcptl

f ixed + γ
cptl
unit · κ

)
(3)

Infrastructure cost. The infrastructure cost (cin f ra) considers the building cost of a bus stop and the total length of the
network. The building cost of one bus stop (γstop) is the fixed cost of building all stops serviced by at least one bus line.250

The parameter δ represents additional bus stops costs for AB operations, through e.g. larger bus stops and additional
fences. In conventional bus scenarios δ = 0 holds. The cost associated with the length of the network is computed
as the total network length (

∑
r∈R lr), where lr is the length of bus route r ∈ R, multiplied with the road infrastructure

building costs (γlink). This additional cost proportion ε considers AB specific infrastructure preparations, e.g. road
markings and dedicated lanes. In conventional bus operations ε = 0. In Equation 4 sr is the number of bus stops255

served per route by the network solution.

cin f ra =
∑
r∈R

(
(1 + δ) γstop · sr + γlink · lr · ε

)
(4)

3.1.4. Mathematical problem formulation
The multi-objective optimization problem is formulated as follows:

min
F,R

Q1 = cu(F,R), (5)

min
F,R

Q2 =
∑
r∈R

tr · fr
60

[(
(1 + β)γcptl

f ixed + γ
cptl
unit · κ

)
+

(
(1 − η)γoper

f ixed + γ
oper
unit · κ

)]
, (6)

min
R

Q3 =
∑
r∈R

(
(1 + δ) γstop · sr + γlink · lr · ε

)
, (7)

subject to f min ≤ fr ≤ f max ∀r ∈ R (min./max. service frequency), (8)
smin ≤ sr ≤ smax ∀r ∈ R (min./max. stops per route), (9)

rmin ≤ |R| ≤ rmax (min./max. number of routes) (10)

where F = f1, ..., f|R| is the set of all line frequencies. R is the set of routes, sr is the number of bus stops on route260

r and fr is the service frequency. The input value of potential bus stops chosen to be large and evenly distributed over
the area of interest. The first objective is representing the user cost, which is calculated based on output extracted
from the simulation model. In the simulation module further operational constraints (e.g. vehicle capacity, pick-up
and drop-off timing of passengers, bus stop order along a route) are considered.

265

3.2. Solution approach

The TNDFSP is a combinatorial optimization problem. The complexity of the network design problem grows
exponentially with the input dimensions. In (Magnanti and Wong, 1984; Farahani et al., 2013) the authors show
that the network design problem is NP-hard. Similar problems such as the widely studied vehicle routing problem
(Lenstra and Kan, 1981; Toth and Vigo, 2002), transport line design (Bussieck, 1998) and frequency setting problem270

(Michaelis and Schöbel, 2009), have the same characteristics and have been proven to be NP-hard, therefore with
the exception of very small instances, model applications need to be solved using heuristic optimization algorithms.
The optimization algorithm for the TNDFSP used in this study is a variant of the multi-objective artificial bee colony
(MOABC) heuristic optimization algorithm as described in Szeto and Jiang (2014); Zou et al. (2011) and the NSGA-
II algorithm which was first proposed by Deb et al. (2002). This variant allows for the solution of multi-objective275
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problems and includes AB specific characteristics. In Figure 2 the overall methodology of this study is presented.
The optimization problem is framed with the light grey box. The input to the optimization layer is the initial solu-
tion set and the two-level graph, which contains the mapping information of all bus stops onto the underlying road
network. The output of the MOABC is a network design solution including the sequence of bus stops on each route,
frequency settings for each route and the corresponding objective values. The frequency setting is computed in three280

steps (compare 2). First, the solution is simulated using high service frequencies and high vehicle capacities for each
route. After the passenger assignment on this solutions the passenger load of each route is determined. Third, the
service frequency for each route is then determined by computing using the determined passenger load per route and
the vehicle capacity of that route. With the assigned service frequency the PT network is simulated and the cost terms
computed based on the simulation outputs. Trails represent the number of network evaluations in the neighborhood285

of a given solution. If the maximal number of trails is not met the same PT network is used as the basis for the next
iteration. Once the termination criteria is met the best PT network solutions are stored. If the termination criteria
(maximum number of iterations or hypervolume convergence) are not met and the maximum number of trails is met,
the route with the lowest passenger load is removed from the network (Figure 2). The hypervolume for a solution is
the volume of a cuboid which has its two diagonal points as the reference point and the solution vector, respectively.290

The reference point was chosen to be the origin and the solution vector is a 3-dimensional vector where each objective
value is one dimension.

3.2.1. Input
The framework requires three different input data sets: the demand as an OD matrix, the potential bus stop posi-295

tions, and the road network. The road network is needed to compute the distances between bus stops and represents
the feasible operation network. The OD matrix allows for a many-to-many travel pattern and specifies the demand in
terms of passenger rate per hour.

3.2.2. Artificial bee colony optimization300

The ABC algorithm is chosen for its capability to explore and exploit the solution space. The number of evalu-
ations is not prohibitive in the context of strategic network design since the computation time is subordinate to the
quality of the solution. Its name is inspired by the behavior of bees trying to find nectar in the proximity of their
hive. The concept in the proposed algorithm is based on the following analogy. Bees spread out in the proximity
of the hive to explore the neighborhood for good quality nectar. If a bee is successful it flies back to the hive and305

reports to other bees about the position and the quality of that food source. In this study, a food source represents a
solution to the network design problem and the quality of that food source is the objective values of the solution. The
algorithm defines different types of bees. First, the employed bees explore the available food sources and report their
information. Second, the onlooker bees receive and process the information from the employed bees. Each onlooker
bee decides about the neighborhood near a reported food source to be explored by the employed bees. As soon as the310

source is empty (no better solution can be found) the employed bees change its type into a scout bee. This bee type
searches in the entire harvesting area for new food sources. The algorithm is initialized with multiple random fea-
sible solutions, while the convergence is assessed by computing the hypervolume (Auger et al., 2012) at each iteration.

Transferred to the network design problem, the solution space is defined by all feasible network design configura-315

tions (e.g. combination of nodes, links and routes). In this study one solution is defined as a set of routes and a set of
associated frequencies. The routes are generated using the underlying fully connected bus stop graph (see Figure 3).
A neighborhood solution is defined as a change in a single route in the current solution.

The general ABC algorithm for single-objective problems is adjusted in this work to cope with the special require-320

ments of multi-objective problems. The different steps (mutation, fitness computation and ranking of solutions) and
type of bees (employed bee, onlooker bee, and scout bee) should be preserved to maintain the explore, exploit and
elitism characteristics of the original ABC algorithm. Figure 4 gives a schematic overview of the step-wise logic of
the multi-objective artificial bee colony optimization algorithm (MOABC). The proposed framework is a combina-
tion of the methodologies presented in Zou et al. (2011); Szeto and Jiang (2014) and Deb et al. (2002), whereas the325
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Figure 2: Methodology Overview

visualization scheme is based on the algorithm of Deb et al. (2002). In contrast to Deb et al. (2002) the concept of an
onlooker phase has been added to the algorithm. The algorithm in Zou et al. (2011) combines the employed phase and
onlooker phase to one step, whereas in this work the two phases are processed in consecutive steps in alignment with
the single-objective ABC algorithm by Karaboga (2005). The ranking of solutions is achieved through a dominance
scheme considering multiple objectives. Specific solutions which have been ranked among the best solutions for the330

past iterations are modified randomly using one mutation operation. Hence the optimization algorithm is capable
of simultaneously explore and exploit the solution space while keeping track of past computations to avoid multiple
solution evaluations and sub-optimal areas in the solution space. In the following paragraphs, the key concepts of the
implemented ABC algorithm are explained.

335

Mutation. To exploit one solution the neighborhood of that solution has to be created. For the neighborhood creation,
we introduce three different mutation algorithms (see Figure 5). The first type of mutation is addition, where a
connected node is added to a route from a given solution. The route and the node insertion position are selected
randomly. The second type of mutation is removal, where a random node in a route from a given solution is removed.
The third type of mutation is the exchange of a random node in a random route from a given solution with another340
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(a) Fully connected bus stop
graph; each node is one potential
bus stop

(b) One feasible network solution
including routes and served bus
stops.
Route 1 (blue): 1-6-3
Route 2 (red): 4-6-3

Figure 3: Example bus stop graph and a corresponding bee (solution)
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Figure 4: Overview over multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm (MOABC)

feasible node to guarantee connectivity. With these three steps, it can be guaranteed that the created neighborhood
solutions are similar to the initial solution and therefore locally exploit the solution space. The choice of mutation
is random. This procedure restricts the attention to simple neighborhood moves in the space of feasible solutions,
whereas the removal of the route with the lowest passenger load allows for larger moves in the solution space. The
removal of a route is done after a certain number of trail computations have been computed (see Figure 2).345

Crowding distance and dominance. Since the multi-objective problem formulation does not allow for a single com-
pensatory fitness computation, the ranking of solutions is done in a two-step approach. First, a fast non-dominated
sorting algorithm is used to find non-dominated solutions and create different levels of non-dominated fronts (Figure
6). A solution (bee1) is said to dominate another solution (bee2) if all objective values are smaller or equal and at least
one objective value is smaller than in the other solution. For simplicity reasons only two out of the three objectives350

are visualized in Figure 6. In this example two levels of non-dominated fronts have been computed. The second step
is the computation of the crowding distance. The crowding distance for a solution is the summation overall objectives
of the mean distance between the neighboring solutions. With the computation of the crowding distance a measure for
the diversity of each point is generated. The final ranking of the solutions is done with the combination of both metrics
(see Algorithm 1). The solutions of the same non-dominated front are sorted based on their crowding distance value.355

The larger the distance, the higher the solution is ranked. This is done to increase the heterogeneity of the investigated
solutions. If the divergence would be low the solutions would not explore the entire range of the non-dominated front.
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(a) Mutation to add a node to a
route.
Route 1 (blue): 2-1-6-3
Route 2 (red): 4-6-3
Route 3 (green): walking

(b) Mutation to remove a node
from a route.
Route 1 (blue): 1-3
Route 2 (red): 4-6-3
Route 3 (green): walking

(c) Mutation to exchange a node
within a route.
Route 1 (blue): 1-6-3
Route 2 (red): 4-2-3
Route 3 (green): walking

Figure 5: Neighborhood definition and mutation creation algorithms for MOABC
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Figure 6: Non-dominated sorting and diversity computation

Algorithm 1 Sorting based on Dominance and Crowding Distance

Require: Non-dominated fronts (F j) with j as the level of each front & crowding distance (di where i ∈ F j)
Initiate vector

(
vsorted ∈ R1×P

)
for f in F j do

tmpsorted = reverse sort (di) i ∈ f {sort crowding distance from high to low}
append tmpsorted to vsorted

end for

Employed bee phase. Based on the non-dominated and crowding distance sorting, we select the 90% best solutions
as employed bees. If the total population is denoted as P the number of bees in the system at this step is εP = 0.9 · P.360

Each employed bee solution is mutated resulting in a total number of 2εP. Each mutated solution is compared with the
original solution using Algorithm 2. If the mutated solution is dominating the original solution, the mutation replaces
the original solution. If the original solution dominates the mutation the original solution stays in the population. If
none of the two solutions is dominated by the other one, we pick one of the two solutions at random and sort that
solution in the population. After the employed bee phase the total number of bees in the population is again εP.365
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Algorithm 2 Dominance Comparison

Require: bee ∈ εP
for bee in εP do

beeoriginal = bee
beemutated = mutate(beeoriginal)
if beemutated � beeoriginal then
εPi = bmutated

else if beeoriginal � beemutated then
εPi = beeoriginal

else
j = random(0,1)
if j ≤ 0.5 then
εPi = beeoriginal

else
εPi = beemutated

end if
end if

end for

Onlooker bee phase. The purpose of the onlooker bee phase is to focus on the neighborhoods of highly ranked
solutions. In this study this is done by computing the summed normalized objective value for each solution in the
population. The selection probability for each solution is proportional to this normalized value. A total of EP bees is
generated in this way, generating a population size of 2EP. This population is then sorted based on non-dominated370

and crowding distance and only the solutions of the first front are kept in the population.

Scout bee phase. In the last phase of the MOABC algorithm, the number of bees is adjusted to the initial population
number. If the current number of bees in the solution is lower than the initial population number we add an according
number of bees to the solution. If the current number of bees in the solution is higher than the initial population
number the best-ranked solutions from the onlooker bee phase are chosen to remain in the population so that the total375

population is P.

3.2.3. Route generation
The creation of a new route in this work follows three criteria. First, the new route has to connect to the existing

network by sharing at minimum one bus stop. This is in line with the theory of preferential attachment (Barabasi and
Albert, 1999). Second, the new route should have a feasible amount of bus stops and third, the new route should not380

include any loop, meaning that a bus stop is served twice. If there is no feasible route available which fulfills all three
criteria no new route is added to the existing network.

With the proposed route generation method the requirements for an AB specific network are given. We guarantee
connected routes for an autonomous vehicle flow between the routes, emphasize long operation duration of AB and385

at the same time allow for a controlled extension of the network. Additionally, the maintenance of the vehicles,
recharging and legal requirements can be guaranteed if the AB vehicles can reach any point in the network without
leaving dedicated routes. Similarly, to traditional bus networks, the AB networks designed and analyzed in this paper
are line-based.

3.2.4. Simulation390

For the simulation part of the model, an agent-based simulation software (Cats et al., 2010) is utilized. The inputs
for this module are the OD matrix, the network definition and the simulation specific parameters (including duration
and number of replications). After the simulation has terminated, the KPIs and passenger loads are extracted for the
simulated network and are used to evaluate the network solution under consideration.

395
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The simulation software incorporates a dynamic public transport assignment model. The simulation of operations
considers several transit-related parameters, e.g. bus routes, level of demand, PT schedule, locations of bus stops and
more. A schedule-based assignment model was chosen to realistically capture the different ranges of potential service
frequencies. Additionally, the presented results are not dependent on the detailed schedule the vehicles operate on.
This affects waiting times at transfers in the network. Since the resulting networks are simple and have only few lines400

this negative effect can be neglected. In this model, passenger route choices and vehicle travel times are stochastic.
The passenger assignment model includes within-day and day-to-day dynamics (Cats and West, 2020). A random
utility model determines the passenger’s path choice decisions. The utility of each potential path, from the current
position to the trip’s destination, for every passenger is evaluated based on the expected waiting time, in-vehicle time,
walking time and number of transfers. These metrics are computed based on real-time transit information and the405

current bus schedule. The utility of an action is calculated as the logsum of the utilities of all paths available given
this action. The final decision is made based on the probability distribution as given in equation 11, where pt,k is the
probability for action t ∈ T of passenger k based on the utility ut,k for action t and passenger k.

pt,k =
eut,k∑

i∈T eui,k
(11)

The day-to-day dynamics fuse the passengers experienced travel times from a previous day with the expected410

travel times using a Markov decision process. With this simulation, the resulting load profile of a given PT network is
the outcome of service reliability, on-board crowding and real-time information which makes it possible to analyze the
dynamic passenger load distribution resulting from various service configurations. The final outputs of the simulation
model are averaged values of ensemble runs of the same scenario. By that stochastic decisions in the simulation model
are accounted for.415

3.2.5. Post-processing
The post-processing steps aim at creating more practically applicable and realistic solutions. In order to achieve

this two sequential steps have been implemented. The first is a basic sub-cycle elimination routine, and the second
step merges nearby served bus stops. Each of these steps creates a child solution which is evaluated by re-simulation420

and computation of the objective values. The child solution is accepted as a new solution if it dominates its parent.
The output of the post-processing step are the final proposed solutions to the network design problem.

Sub-cycle elimination. In the first post-processing step each route of the solution is analyzed. If the route serves the
same point twice on the road network a cycle is detected. A cycle is then removed by rearranging the order of the425

served bus stops. The rearrangement is done by creating k-shortest paths serving all bus stops of that route and choos-
ing the shortest path without a cycle. If only cyclic bus routes can be found the original solution advances unchanged
to the next post-processing step. An example of this step is shown in Figure 7.

Merging close by stops. The used service graph generation algorithm allows for the creation of spatially close bus430

stops. To prevent two, spatially close, bus stops being served the algorithm finds all neighboring served bus stop pairs
which are below 300m distance from each other. If such a pair is found the bus stop with lower passenger load on the
incoming link is removed from the corresponding route. Passengers which previously used this bus stop are assigned
new paths to their destination.
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(a) Network design before sub-cycle elimination (b) Network design after sub-cycle elimination

Figure 7: Illustrative example of the sub-cycle elimination post-processing step

4. Case study435

The modeling framework is used to design a new PT network for Barkarby, located in the northern part of Stock-
holm and connected with the city center by train. To match current travel demand and connect residents with the
existing PT system a line-based AB service is operated since the beginning of 2019. However, due to the building of
new residential areas and an industrial park, the daily number of trips is expected to increase to approximately 10000
in 2025. Therefore, an extension and redesign of the exiting PT system is required, including a larger line-based440

AB network in combination with a new metro line. The proposed framework allows incorporating changed circum-
stances, e.g. new road network, increased demand, and integration of new metro stations in the existing PT system.
Furthermore, it allows evaluating the effect of different vehicle technologies on the provided level of service in the area.

Input data. The framework requires three main sets of input data: the road network, the demand rate per hour445

in origin-destination matrix form and the potential bus stop locations. The road network is extracted using Open-
StreetMap data (OpenStreetMap, 2017). An additional pre-processing step is applied to remove non-drivable roads,
e.g. narrow roads, complex intersections and private sections. The pre-processing step is specifically relevant for
the operation of AB. Due to regulatory, legislative and technical constraints AB are currently not able to operate on
all existing roads. The filtering of drivable roads is done based on input from the local authorities. The demand is450

estimated based on existing PT data and forecast models of the PT operator. The bus stop map, which includes all
potential bus stop locations, is created manually with the input from local authorities. Following this process, it can
be assured that the generated solutions represent realistic and drivable network designs. The case study area is shown
in Figure 8. The green dots represent potential bus stops, the arrows indicate the volume and direction of the demand
and the blue lines show the underlying road network.455

Parameter settings. The case study uses the parameters presented in Table 3. The parameters for the optimization
algorithm are chosen following literature and based on the benchmark tests performed. The value of time of pas-
sengers in Stockholm is specified as 69 SEK/hour (Börjesson and Eliasson, 2014). The fixed costs of a bus stop
are estimated as 12 000 SEK based on average publicly available information Anderson et al. (2015), while the net-460

work length-dependent cost is taken from the latest EU report on transport infrastructure expenditures and costs
(Schroten et al., 2019). The average infrastructure costs per kilometer road network length in Sweden are stated to be
120 000 SEK/km. The additional AB specific infrastructure costs is estimated to be 10%, hence the cost parameters
are δ = 0.1 and ε = 0.1. These values are chosen based on reported infrastructure enhancements costs in BRT world-
wide projects (Menckhoff, 2005; Hensher and Golob, 2008; Hidalgo et al., 2013; Nikitas and Karlsson, 2015). The465
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Figure 8: Representation of the case study including an abstraction of the input values.

accuracy of these additional cost estimations has to be seen as low due to the lack of available data. In this study, the
absolute cost values are not of critical importance as, the multi-objective problem formulation allows for an impact
study based on infrastructure cost changes.

The internal simulation parameters are based on the values reported in Cats (2013). The vehicle capacity is set to470

match the AB currently operating in the residential area as part of a pilot study. To account for statistical variations the
final variable value is the mean value of five individual simulations. The required number of replications is computed
according to the work by Burghout (2004) and Dowling et al. (2004). To account for the stochastic nature of the
MOABC the final results presented are the averaged values over 10 full framework iterations. The visualized final
network designs are the best from all simulation results.475
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Table 3: Optimization and simulation parameters used in the case study

Parameter Name Value Unit
Optimization
Number of bees 30
Max. Iterations 150
Trails 10
Number of Framework Evaluations 10
Value of time 69 SEK/h
Fixed bus stop cost 12000 SEK
Fixed route length cost 120000 SEK/km
Max. routes 6
Min. bus stop per route 3
Max. bus stop per route 6
Min. service frequency 4 veh/h
Max. service frequency 20 veh/h
Simulation - external parameters
Simulation period 60 min
Simulation repetitions 5 -
Vehicle capacity 10 pax/veh
unit fixed operating cost 334.60 SEK/(h-veh)
unit fixed capital cost 14.24 SEK/(h-veh)
unit size-dependent operating cost 0.75 SEK/(h-pax-veh)
unit size-dependent capital cost 1.01 SEK/(h-pax-veh)
reduced fixed unit operating cost 0.63 -
additional fixed unit capital cost 0.5 -
additional fixed bus stop cost 0.1 -
additional fixed road infrastructure cost 0.1 -
Simulation - internal parameters
Transfer coefficient 0.334 -
In-vehicle time coefficient 0.04 -
Waiting time coefficient 0.07 -
Walking time coefficient 0.07 -
Walking speed 66.66 m/min
Walking threshold 500 m

5. Results

This section is divided into two parts. First, the framework is applied to Mandl’s benchmark network and the
achieved results are compared with results published in the literature. Second, an application of the framework to a
case study in Stockholm, Sweden is performed and analyzed.480

5.1. Mandl network benchmark

Many of the past studies on optimal network design (Mandl, 1980; Baaj and Mahmassani, 1991; Kidwai, 1998;
Chakroborty, 2003; Fan and Mumford, 2010; Nikolić and Teodorović, 2014) have been applied on a benchmark net-
work first proposed by Mandl (1980). The network consists of 15 nodes and 20 edges (see Figure 9). Since the485

majority of these studies propose a single objective problem formulation, we adjust the framework of this work to
match their objective formulations. The objective function chosen for the benchmark testing is shown in equation 12.
Additionally, the walking links are deactivated to benchmark our results. Meaning that passengers are assumed to
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always board the bus, if the bus stop is served by a vehicle.
490

min: Z = α

i=n−1∑
i=1

j=n∑
j=i+1

di j pi j + β

i=n−1∑
i=1

j=n∑
j=i+1

di jti j (12)

The problem is constrained by (1) a maximum route length, (2) a connected network, (3) minimum number of
nodes per route, (4) each route is free of cycles and backtracks. In equation 12 α and β are weights for the two terms.
The first term describes the path length pi j between the two nodes i, j ∈ N multiplied by the demand di j between
these two nodes. The second term describes the number of transfers ti j per path between the nodes multiplied by
the corresponding demand. This reduces the problem complexity since no passenger travel costs components such495

as in-vehicle times, walking time, waiting times and infrastructure costs are considered. Additionally, the objective
function is based on a single objective rather than on multiple objectives as proposed in equation 5. This limits the
applicability for more complex problems as presented in section 4. However, the quality of the benchmark results can
still be transferred to the complex case since the same heuristics and algorithms are used in both cases.

500

The solution method parameters are chosen to be 20 initial solutions, 100 total iterations and 10 trails per solution.
Table 4 shows the results achieved with the proposed framework compared to a selection of results previously reported
in the literature. The solutions are compared using the following metrics as proposed in Fan and Mumford (2010):

1. d0 The percentage of demand satisfied with zero transfers.
2. d1 The percentage of demand satisfied with one transfer.505

3. d2 The percentage of demand satisfied with two transfers.
4. dun The percentage of unsatisfied demand.
5. ATT Average travel time per passenger [min].

In Table 4 the best configurations are chosen out of the reported results in the literature. The number of lines may
differ between studies. The results of this study are shown in the last column. The numerical values reported are aver-510

aged values from three complete optimizations. The previous studies diverge mostly in the percentage of unsatisfied
demand. This is due to the fact that none of the studies have accounted for the possibility of passengers walking from
an unserved stop to a served stop at the beginning or end of their trip. In our proposed framework the passengers can
choose to walk to the closest served stop if a bus stop is not directly served by a route. People walking to the closest
stop are consequently not considered unserved demand. Only if there is no served bus stop within a threshold distance515

to the origin stop these passengers are considered as unserved. As can be seen in Figure 9 bus stop 5 is not being
served directly by any of the bus routes. However, bus stop 4 is considered close enough so that people from bus stop
5 walk to bus stop 4 and board buses from there. Hence it registers 100% of the demand being served. The increase
in average travel time can be explained with the walking model. Since stop 5 is not served, people walk to bus stop
4, which results in a long travel time for these passengers. As a direct consequence of this the average travel time520

increases to roughly 14 min per passenger. The post-processing step removes the virtual loop on route 2 in Figure
9a, which results in a more practical solution (see Figure 9b). Due to the underlying differences in the passenger
assignment and walking model in comparison to other studies, the benchmark results are assumed to be acceptable
for the analysis performed in this work.

525

Table 4: Comparison of results for Mandls Network

Parameters Mandl (1980) Baaj and Mahmassani (1991) Kidwai (1998) Chakroborty (2003) Fan and Mumford (2010) Nikolić and Teodorović (2014) Our best
nlines 4 7 7 8 8 8 5
d0 69.94 80.99 93.91 90.38 94.54 98.97 100
d1 29.93 19.01 6.09 9.62 5.46 1.03 0
d2 0.13 0 0 0 0 0 0
dun 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ATT 12.9 12.5 10.69 10.46 10.36 10.09 14.35
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(a) Network solution without post-processing

Route 1: 11, 10, 7

Route 2: 12, 4, 2, 3, 8, 15

Route 3: 4, 2, 1

Route 4: 14, 13, 9

Route 5: 6, 2, 1
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(b) Network solution with post-processing

Figure 9: Best network solution of the proposed framework on Mandl’s network

5.2. Case study analysis

In Figure 10 the hypervolume convergence is shown for the AB optimization and the conventional bus opti-
mization scenario. After 150 iterations the optimization is terminated. The number of iterations was determined in
two ways. In other studies that solve similar-sized problems approximately 150 iterations are reported as sufficient
for convergence (see Zou et al. (2011); Szeto and Jiang (2014)). Second, the analysis of the benchmark problem530

allowed to approximate a reasonable number of iterations required to achieve a converging solution. Besides the
number of iterations also the number of function evaluations must be considered to evaluate convergence. Using the
parameters from Table 3 the average number of function evaluations for one optimization run can be estimated to
150 · (0.5 · 30 · 2) · (0.1 · 30) = 13500; where 150 is the number of iterations and 30 the number of bees; 0.5 · 30 is the
number of evaluations for each employed phase and onlooker phase assuming a mutation and focus rate of 50%, and535

0.1 · 30 equals the evaluations in each scout phase assuming ε = 0.9. From Figure 10 it can be seen that the problem
converges step-wise for both, the AB and conventional bus, cases. The steps can be explained by the removal of bus
lines with low passenger load in the candidate solutions after a certain number of iterations. After approximately 90
iterations the hypervolume starts to slightly diverge again, and additionally the noise between computation repetitions
increases. Both of these can be explained by the random search characteristics of the MOABC and the line removal540

procedure. New random candidate solutions are generated after each iteration; these solutions are created with a
high number of lines resulting in a higher objective value. Additionally, in each iteration, approximately 50% of the
solutions are mutated or slightly varied which can lead to an improved or deteriorated solution. Towards the end of
the optimization, the probability that a mutated solution is worse than the mean average of all bees is increasing since
50% of these solutions are the best solutions achieved through the previous iterations. Hence the mean average is545

more likely to fluctuate and more likely to increase towards later iterations. The overall best solutions are not affected
by this phenomenon.
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(a) Hypervolume convergence for the AB deployment
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(b) Hypervolume convergence for the conventional bus deployment

Figure 10: Hypervolume convergence for the AB deployment scenario and for conventional bus deployment scenario. The reference point is set to
be the origin. The colors are the hypervolume curves for a single framework iteration. The blue line is the mean of all 10 ensemble runs.

(a) User-focused network design with
conventional buses.

(b) User-focused network design with
autonomous buses.

(c) Operator-focused network design
with conventional buses.

(d) Operator-focused network design
with autonomous buses.

Figure 11: Maps (a) and (b) show the computed user-focused design for conventional and autonomous buses respectively, while (c) and (d) show
the operator-focused design for conventional and autonomous buses.

5.3. User-focused and operator-focused design

In contrast to the benchmark analysis, the case study framework is implemented as a MOABC. In the following550

analysis the difference between user-focused and operator-focused network designs are presented. In Figure 11 the
numerical values for the specific solutions are given. The values belong to to one solution each. The solutions are
achieved by computing the Pareto front using the concept of non-domination and then sorting these solutions either
for minimum user cost or minimum operator cost respectively. In general the inclusion of walking as an alternative
mode of transport has a big impact on the network design and achieved results. Comparing the total number of people555

walking with the number of people boarding a bus clearly shows the significance of walking in this case study. Based
on the spatial size of the case scenario walking is a valuable option for many passengers and is therefore selected
by the majority of travelers. Nevertheless, two distinct network designs are identifiable. The user-focused design
(see Figure 11a and 11b) is characterized by higher operating costs and higher infrastructure costs compared to the
operator-focused design. This is the direct consequence of the higher number of bus stops and networks in the public560

transport network. The larger network length and the higher number of bus stops leads to a better accessibility for
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Table 5: Results for user-focused and operator-focused network design solutions, the values represent the non-dominated solution

User-focused Operator-focused Local Operator
autonomous conventional autonomous conventional autonomous

Objectives
User Cost [SEK] 13500 13600 13700 13700 16200

Operator Cost [SEK/h] 326 733 163 366 488
Infrastructure Cost [SEK] 81400 73000 40600 36700 79900

KPI
Walking only trips 10211 10313 10367 10398 9963

Bus Passenger 206 105 95 26 538
Denied Passenger Boardings 10 2 12 0 290

Weighted in-vehicle Time [sec/pax] 69 68 88 39 101
In-vehicle Time [sec/pax] 59 62 74 40 75

Waiting time [sec/pax] 491 470 591 423 1050
Access Time [sec/pax] 94 52 179 211 50

Waiting time due to denied boarding [sec/pax] 52 17 151 0 912
Direct Walking Time [sec/pax] 974 979 976 980 981

Total Walking time[sec/pax] 956 969 969 978 933
Number of Transfers 0 0 0 0 0

Average Frequency 4 4 4 4 4
Number of Lines 2 2 1 1 1

Number of Bus stops 6 6 3 3 6
Total Route length [m] 5646 2608 2594 1903 1820

passenger in to the public transport network, therefore resulting in more boarding passengers, and shorter access times
per passenger. Additionally, it can be seen that the level of crowding is low, since the difference between recorded
in-vehicle time and perceived in-vehicle time is marginal. Interestingly, the in-vehicle time per passenger, waiting
time ans service frequency per line are similar for both, the user-focused and operator-focused design. The service565

frequency of 4 veh/h indicates the competitiveness of walking in this case study and additionally the low supply uti-
lization. Furthermore, no transfers could be registered, indicating that passengers take direct trips from their origin to
destination. The solution in Figure 11b shows a large overlap of route 1 and 2. Route 1 seemingly goes in a loop from
north to south and back north. This network however was not dominated by a post-processed solution and is therefore
presented as is. The solution in Figure 11a could be improved through the post-processing step by merging one bus570

stop and removing several virtual loops.

The operator-focused network (see Figure 11c and 11d) is characterized by fewer, shorter lines and few bus stops.
This results in lower infrastructure costs compared to the user-driven design. Additionally, the operator-focused de-
sign leads to increased access times and long waiting times due to denied boarding.575
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5.4. Effect of autonomous technology

Figure 12 shows the point clouds of all Pareto optimal solutions, the dominated solutions are not plotted since
the projection from a 3D space into multiple 2D spaces would not result in an insightful visualization. Each point
represents the objective values of one solution to the network design and frequency setting problem. In Figure 12a the580

relation between operator cost concerning the user cost is shown, Figure 12b shows the relation between infrastructure
cost with respect to the operator cost, while Figure 12c shows the relation between infrastructure costs with respect to
user costs.
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Figure 12: Solution distribution of the MOABC on the case study. Each point represents a network design solution. The red points show the
solutions with conventional buses and the green points are solutions with AB.

It can be seen that the operator cost for autonomous buses is much lower than for conventional buses (compare585

Table 5). This impact is in line with the expectations since the problem formulation implies a reduction of user cost.
Similarly, the infrastructure costs are substantially increased by the introduction of AB. This is mostly due to the
additional AB specific infrastructure costs which represent infrastructure enhancements. In general no big shift to-
wards lower user costs can be seen in the scatter plots. This is unexpected since the reduction of operator costs are
assumed to lead to an improved level of service. However, the user cost is not affected much by the deployment of590

autonomous buses. Additionally, the service frequency at which the vehicles operate on each line is not affected by the
vehicle technology, which contradicts a recent analytical study (compare Tirachini and Antoniou (2020)). A poten-
tial reason is the low passenger load per vehicle in combination with the attractiveness of the alternative walking mode.

To assess the impact of AB on user-focused and operator-focused design the Pareto optimal solution with the low-595

est user cost and operator cost are studied in detail. Table 5 summarizes the numerical values for each technology and
network design focus. The first two columns show the change from the AB user-focused design to the conventional
user-focused design. As expected, the infrastructure cost is increased through the deployment of AB and the operator
cost is reduced. The higher infrastructure cost is due to larger network length. This in turn leads to a reduction in
average access time per passenger. Additionally the number of passengers in the public transport system is largely600

increased, approximately double the amount of people take the bus compared to the conventional bus operations.
The number of people walking to bus stops is also larger when operating autonomous buses, approximately 42%
of the passengers boarding the bus walk to a bus stop first. Whereas only approximately 29% do so in the case of
conventional bus operations. The overall level of server can not significantly be improved through the deployment
of autonomous buses. The benefits gained by reduced walking times and are mainly compensated by an increase in605

denied passenger boardings and additional waiting time per passenger at the bus stop.

Columns three and four in Table 5 show the impact AB has on operator-focused design based on the utilized KPI.
Similarly to the user-focused design, the infrastructure costs increase and the operational costs decrease in the case of
AB deployment. This is again mainly due to an increase in the total network length and a reduction in operating costs610

for AB. In alignment with the user-focused design also in the operator focused design more passengers are boarding
the AB and the total walking time per passenger can be reduced. However, the level of crowding and the number of
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denied passenger boardings are significantly higher in the case of autonomous bus, which in turn leads to a deteriora-
tion in the level of service.

615

It is concluded that while the introduction of AB on line-based PT networks does not improve the level of service
across the board, a slight improvement can be identified in the user-focused designs. However, due to a larger network
length and shorter walking times more passengers can be attracted to the public transport system when operating AB.
In the presented case study approximately 2-3 more passengers can be expected to board when the buses operate
autonomously as opposed to humanly-driven buses.620
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Figure 13: Change of different objectives with increased network complexity, PT networks with autonomous solutions in blue and conventional
buses in orange.

Impact of additional lines. To study the impact additional lines have on the PT design the generated solutions have
been grouped by the number of lines. Each group represents one line configuration. To get representative numerical
values for each group the mean average over all non-dominated solutions for each group have been computed. In
Figure 13 the three objectives are shown, while in Figure 14 different performance indicator are illustrated. Generally625

it can be said that the differences between optimized conventional PT network and optimized PT network utilizing
AB are small. This is especially true for user cost and infrastructure costs in networks consisting of a few bus lines.
However, the operator cost indicates a clear reduction trend induced by the deployment of AB. Also, the performance
indicator in Figure 14 shows that there is no large difference between optimized conventional PT networks and opti-
mized AB networks. The main differences can be found in more complex networks in an increase in walking times630

(see Figure 14a), a reduction in in-vehicle time (see Figure 14b), and a reduction in waiting time due to denied board-
ing (see Figure 14c) for the autonomous bus networks.

In Figure 13 several trends can be observed. First, the infrastructure costs and operator costs increase steady with
the increased network complexity. The higher number of lines results in longer total network length, more bus stops635

and also a larger vehicle fleet. Beyond three lines, the user cost increases, whereas before that it is slightly decreasing
with an increasing number of lines. The initial decrease is due to a reduction in average walking times due to more
people traveling by bus. For more complex networks this decrease in average walking times is more than compen-
sated by longer waiting times, more transfers, slightly longer in-vehicle times and a higher rate of denied passenger
boardings. Our findings suggest that public transport networks, operated with AB or conventional buses, consisting640

of a larger number of lines serving the same geographical unit lead to a lower level of service for the user.

Increasing the number of lines when operating autonomous buses leads to a similar increase in infrastructure cost
as for conventionally operated PT networks. The operator cost is as expected reduced due to the reduction of operating
costs when deploying AB. Furthermore, can be seen that the user cost for more complex AB networks is reduced. This645

is caused by the reduced number of denied boardings, indicating less total boardings and a higher number of people
walking. This is supported by a slight increase in average walking time per passenger indicating that more people
decide to walk further distances. Additionally, fewer transfers are registered for AB operated networks, indicating
more direct trips. Hence, the increase in user cost on complex PT networks is lower for AB operations compared to
conventional bus operations.650
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Figure 14: Change of different performance indicator with increased network complexity, PT networks with autonomous solutions in blue and
conventional buses in orange.

5.5. Comparison with real-world design plan

To show the practical applicability of the framework, the network design solutions generated with the proposed
framework can be compared with the network solution proposed by the local public transport operator (see Figure
15). This network consist of a single line connecting the northernmost point with the southernmost point within the655

area with a direct line and is operated with autonomous buses at a service frequency of 4 veh/h.
The numerical values for this network design are given in column five of Table 5. When comparing the operator-

focused solutions with the proposed solution certain several similarities can be seen. All solutions consist of a single
bus line which is operated at 4 veh/h. The main difference lays in the number of bus stops. As a consequence of the
higher number of bus stops in Figure 15, the access time to the bus line is reduced which leads to a large increase660

in passengers per line. This in turn results in crowding effects, more denied passenger boardings and longer average
waiting time per passenger. The result of which is an increased user cost compared to the optimized solutions gener-
ated with the proposed framework. An explanation for the higher user cost can be the attractiveness of walking in that
area. Since the average in-vehicle time is with approximately 75 sec/pas relatively low, the time spend walking the
same trip is fairly short and does in fact lead to lower user costs since the waiting time penalty and denied boarding665

penalties can be avoided.

5.6. Computational aspects

To investigate the impact the chosen parameters have on the results several parameter studies have been done.
The sensitivity analysis is performed in relation to various parameters separated into three categories: (i) optimiza-670

tion algorithms parameters (number of iterations, number of bees, and number of trails); (ii) simulation parameters
(walking distance, number of simulation repetitions), and; (iii) parameters of the autonomous bus cost structure. From
the results it can be concluded that an increase in the number of iterations or the number of bees does not generate
different results. A similar trend is observed for simulation parameters, the number of simulation repetitions does
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Figure 15: Proposed network by the local public transport operator

not significantly impact the results. However, an increase in the walking threshold distance does lead to a reduction675

in ridership and therefore reduces the overall network length, a decrease of the threshold has the opposite effect on
the network length. Based on the multi-objective problem formulation the cost parameters for AB are not directly
influencing the other objective values, therefore a change in them does not lead to different conclusions but rather to
different absolute values for the operational costs in the results.

680

The total computation time for the framework for one vehicle technology is approximately 72 h. This time in-
cludes the 5 simulation repetitions per solution and an ensemble run of total 10 individual optimization runs. The
evaluation of one network solution including within-day learning and five simulation runs takes approximately 30 sec.
The code is not utilizing parallel computation of each ensemble run and can therefore be sped up. The hardware used
to run the code was an Intel i7-7820HQ CPU @2.90GHz and 16GM RAM.685

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this work an AB specific transit network design and frequency setting (TNDFS) framework is presented. The
framework consists of a multi-objective optimization problem which allows computing the impacts AB has on mul-
tiple stakeholders. A simulation model with a stochastic, dynamic schedule-based passenger assignment is used to690

evaluate a given network design and assigns passenger demand to available bus routes. The optimization problem is
solved by utilizing a multi-objective artificial bee algorithm (MOABC). The presented framework incorporates AB
characteristics by constraining network solutions to have connected bus routes, smaller vehicle capacities, consider-
ing changed operator costs for AB and determining approximated infrastructure enhancement costs. Additionally, the
number of bus stops per route is a decision variable in the problem formulation which allows for a more diverse bus695

route creation. With this framework, potential differences between autonomous bus transport systems and conven-
tional bus transport systems can be investigated. The expected differences originate from the reduced operation costs
for autonomous vehicles. Additionally, the study provides insight into the characteristics of user-oriented and opera-
tor oriented network design for fixed-line operations. The proposed framework is applied to a benchmark network to
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show the applicability and the overall functionality and a real sized case study in Barkarby, Sweden.700

In small-scale geographical units, public transport and active modes are the two main travel alternatives. The
majority of the demand in our case study is distributed over direct walking connections from origin to destination.
Furthermore, the comparison of the user-oriented and operator oriented AB network design is in line with expecta-
tions. The user-focused network design is characterized by many bus stops and many lines, resulting in a reduction705

of the average walking time to a bus stop and reduced crowding. In contrast, the operator-oriented network design
consists of only a few lines. This results on one hand in a smaller required fleet and shorter cycle times, and on the
other hand, the few lines increase the average waiting times considerably, which reduces the level of service for the
user.

710

In the presented case study the deployment of autonomous buses on fixed-line public transport networks leads to
a reduction of operator costs and an increased infrastructure cost this is mainly due to the reduction in operating costs
and an increase in total network length. As a direct consequence of the longer PT network the number of passengers
boarding a bus is 2-3 times higher in the case of AB deployment compared to conventional PT systems. Consequently,
crowding increases and in-vehicle times become longer. The user cost can not be reduced in all cases. Especially for715

smaller, simple networks with a few lines the differences between optimized PT networks using conventional buses
and AB diminishes. For simple networks (e.g. one or two bus lines) the reduction of walking times is compensated
mainly with larger in-vehicles times and a higher number of denied passenger boardings. However, for more complex
networks and user-focused design, autonomous technology leads to an improved level of service, due to a reduction
in the number of denied boardings. Additionally, less waiting time due to denied boarding and shorter in-vehicle time720

is registered when operating AB on more complex networks. In none of the analyzed network design solutions an
increase in service frequency due to the operation of AB is observed.

The limitations of this work lie mainly in the applied optimization method. There is a compromise between the
level of detail of the generated solutions and the number of solution evaluations. Due to the complexity of the problem725

formulation and the nature of the network design problem, it is not possible to find the global optimal solutions for
all three objective values in a feasible amount of time. Therefore the quality of the computed solutions depends on
the computation time reserved and optimization parameters. The optimization parameters are chosen to match the
proposed parameter settings from similar problems as reported in the literature. It is possible to further improve the
proposed theoretical solutions by manually or automatically adjusting the generated solutions in a post-procession730

step. The big advantage of the proposed framework is the applicability of large and complex problems. The gen-
erated network design can then be used as initial solutions for manual post-process made by transportation experts.
Applying meta-heuristic algorithms creates the challenge of a suiting problem formulation. The network solutions
have to be encoded in a way so that the algorithm can find solutions efficiently. Therefore the solution quality of
meta-heuristic optimization algorithms is dependent on the search space as defined in the problem formulation. A735

second limitation can be seen in the isolated investigation of the case study. It is possible that the existing PT lines
in the area affect the network design and therefore the presented final solutions would not be the best to apply in
the real world. For future work, it would, therefore, be advisable to integrate the existing PT infrastructure into the
framework to create a network extension rather than an isolated network. However, the isolated investigation of the
case study area does not affect the general results and trends presented in this work. Additionally, due to the use of740

sequential optimization and simulation and the high number of evaluations required for the ABC algorithm to result
into trustworthy results the approach does not scale to city-wide problems. In future work, the computation time can
be considerably reduced by utilizing more powerful computers and parallel computing for the different ensemble runs.

For the implementation of AB in fixed-line PT systems it can be said that they are most promising in underde-745

veloped areas where the current PT accessibility is low. In the Barkarby case study, an improved level of service can
be attained by deploying AB, however, a larger improvement of level of service can be achieved when implementing
an operator-focused PT network. A possible extension of this study is the integration of sustainable considerations
(e.g. veh-km) for AB operations in the optimization formulation. Due to the reduction of operational costs vehi-
cles might be operated for longer times and for longer distances which in turn has an impact on the total exhaust750

emissions. Another future research direction is the consideration of electrification in the model and the removal of
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the connectivity constraint to study feeder operations or improve service niches using a series of local feeder networks.
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